Circulating blood volumes: a review of measurement techniques and a meta-analysis in children.
The accurate determination of circulating blood volume (CBV) in children has many clinical applications. The purposes of this article were to review currently available CBV measurement techniques and perform a meta-analysis using values from many small-scale studies that calculated CBV values for normal healthy children. A literature review demonstrated numerous methods by which to determine CBV. However, these methods necessitate repetitive blood sampling, require the introduction of foreign substances into the bloodstream, or address the uncertainty of substance distribution and clearance. Many small-scale studies have calculated CBV values for normal healthy children, and we performed a meta-analysis using these values. Age groups were defined, and within each group, means +/- 1 and 2 standard deviations were compared. A pooled estimate of mean blood volume and a 95% confidence interval was calculated after Q-statistics calculations indicated that the groups were homogeneous. Mean values showed agreement with typically accepted normal values. A large-scale study should be repeated when a gold standard for CBV measurements is developed.